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Self-Awareness in Pedagogy  
 

Objectives 
In teacher education programs, pedagogy is discussed at great length, 
however, often times this discussion is around best practices, models, and 
theories that are disconnected from pre-service teachers’ experiences. This 
workshop provides a theoretical look at pedagogy and, by drawing on pre-
service teachers’ knowledge and experiences, provides concrete steps to 
infuse personal value orientations and productivity styles into pedagogy. 
Strategic sessions around instruction, curriculum, and assessment will 
provide participants hands-on opportunities to include themselves, and their 
students, in their pedagogy. 
 

Targeted Audience 
Teachers, teacher educators, administrators, educational researchers 
 

Program 
 

Day 1 
 
Topics: Autobiographical narrative inquiry; Traditional 

pedagogical models and why they can fail to engage 21st 
century learners; Constructivist pedagogical models; 
Value orientations and how they shape pedagogical 
decisions 

  
Activities: Creation of timelines to illuminate specific narratives that 

shape who you are as a teacher; Interactive engagement 
with case studies on traditional aspects of pedagogy; 
Discussion surrounding both the benefits and critiques of 
post-modern pedagogical models; Assessment of your 
value orientations and inquiry into the styles of pedagogy 
that suit you best 

  
Deliverables: Illustrate and explain how your past experiences shape 

your present pedagogy and the imagined teacher you 
hope to become; Identify how industrial revolution 
ideologies shape how schools define the knowledge that 
is important and how this knowledge is assessed; 
Critically evaluate “new” pedagogical models; Complete a 
values orientations assessment  

McGill International Institute of 

Education (MIIE) 
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 Provide and support international 

initiatives related to professional 
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 Create opportunities for exchange 
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application of research to inform 

practice 

 Foster and forge educational, 

professional, and research 

collaborations between McGill 

scholars and local experts 
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Day 2 
 
Topics: What’s your productivity style? Are you a prioritizer, 

planner, arranger, or visualizer?; Long term lesson 
planning strategies and assessment strategies based on 
your values orientation and productivity style; Curriculum 
as life making: Negotiating a curriculum alongside 
students as opposed to them; Action planning: How do I 
incorporate this on Monday?   

  
Activities: Drawing on Carson Tate’s book “Work Simply,” 

participants will assess their productivity style; Group 
work sessions where participants will split into four 
groups (prioritizers, planners, arrangers, and visualizers) 
and brainstorm assessment strategies that align with 
their productivity style; Large group sharing; Taking up 
Clandinin’s notion of curriculum as life making, we will 
discuss the notion of relational agency and how students 
and teachers may co-compose curriculum to create an 
action plan to incorporate what was learned in workshop 

  
Deliverables: Assess your productivity style to better understand how 

you may be more productive as well as more sustained in 
your works; Specifically identify planning strategies that 
align with your value orientations and your productivity 
style; Identify that students also have varying value 
orientations and productivity styles so that your 
pedagogy is mindful of the multiplicity of stories in your 
classroom; Create a plan to implement workshop learning 

  

About the workshop leader 

 
  
Dr. Lee Shaefer 
Dr. Lee Shaefer is an Assistant Professor at McGill University in the Faculty of Education in the Department of 
Kinesiology and Physical Education. He is also the Chair of the Physical and Health Education Canada Research Council. 
His research is focused around early career teachers; specifically, addressing questions of attrition, retention, burnout 
and sustainability. Over the past five years he has worked with teachers across Canada to better understand how 
teacher education, induction and mentorship programs may better prepare and support beginning teachers as they 
enter into their first teaching positions. His most recently co-authored book “Narrative Conceptions of Knowledge: 
Towards Understanding Teacher Attrition” disrupts common notions of teacher retention and shifts the conversation 
towards sustaining early career teachers.  
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